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November 14 th 2016
LECTURE “LET US ILLUMINATE OUR WORLD” BY BROTHER FRANÇOIS

SILENT RETREAT IN OCTOBER

Brother François, from France, visiting Curaçao on his way to Haiti
We were very fortunate to have with us, for only 2 days, Brother Francois Becher, our Senior Brother, who is the
National coordinator of the centers of Brahma Kumaris in France.
We very much enjoyed his lightness and learned a lot from the way he explains deep points from Baba’s gyan,
from a scientific point of view.
As a retired scientist, being a Raja Yoga Meditator for over 38 years, he
can see Baba’s insights from a deep understanding point of view. He
explained to us the depth of the law of entropy as used by Baba, to create
a Golden Aged World.
In his lecture on the topic “Let us illuminate our World” (when we change
our vision, the world can become great), which started with the short
video film from “Seeing Into Being”, he clearly addressed to the people the
importance of our inner change, nor being influenced by the formal customs
and systems of society, education, possessions etc. The public was touched
by the way he approached reality, asking them: “What is reality”?
Informal meeting on making our planet green again. Let us work on
cleaning the Environment of the Island.
Brother Francois, who is very much involved with green and clean energy project,
also had a meeting with John Amarica, who is very much involved with keeping
the awareness on recycling, reusing and promoting the use of wind and solar
energy on the Island of Curacao.
They had an exchange of what they are both doing in their own groups.
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Silent Retreat “Strengthening Soul consciousness”
From October 7th to October 10Th we had a silent retreat in
Curacao, with local students and contact souls and some Dutch
speaking students from the surrounding Islands (Aruba, Bonaire
and Sint Maarten)
A group of 20 souls came together and we had two days (Saturday
and Sunday) of full silence, to go into the depth of our relationship with ourselves and with Baba.
We had group meditation and meditation exercises together and had many exercises to do on our
own, while walking and moving around. Everyone left the retreat with the feeling they gained
something.

Baba worked wonders. Wah, Drama Wah!
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